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SUMMARY: A sample containing 4 614 stars with available space velocities and
high-quality kinematical data from the Arihip Catalogue is formed. For the purpose
of distinguishing galactic subsystems the cumulative distribution of space velocities
is studied. The fractions of the three subsystems are found to be: thin disc 92%,
thick disc 6% and halo 2%. These results are verified by analysing the elements of
velocity ellipsoids and the shape and size of the galactocentric orbits of the sample
stars, i.e. the planar and vertical eccentricities of the orbits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our Galaxy, the Milky Way (MW), is known
to have a composite structure; in other words it con-
sists of several components or subsystems (Binney
and Merrifield 1998 - Ch. 10). One of those subsys-
tems, the thick disc, was proposed in 1983 as a result
of stellar counts (e.g. Binney and Merrifield 1998 - p.
651). However, it may be noticed that as early as in
the fourties Kukarkin concluded that an intermediate
subsystem (between disc and halo) should exist (e.g.
Zonn and Rudnitskij 1959 - p. 231). The mere names
of these subsystems reflect their spatial distribution
which is a consequence of the kinematics. Since any
study limited to the solar neighbourhood, i.e. to a
very small volume surrounding the Sun, cannot take
into account the spatial distribution, the emphasis
is put on the kinematics because the volume of the
velocity subspace is large enough.

Udoubtedly, it is important to establish the re-
gions of the velocity subspace corresponding to each
subsystem as well as their fractions. The results ob-
tained up to now (e.g. Alcobé and Cubarśı 2004,
Dehnen and Binney 1998, Nordström et al. 2004)
show that majority of stars from the solar neigh-
bourhood have low moduli of their space velocities
and that they belong to the thin disc. The intention
of the present authors is to find a new criterion for
separation of the subsystems and, consequently, to
establish their fractions in the solar neighbourhood.

For this purpose we use the moduli of the he-
liocentric velocities, usually referred to as space ve-
locities. As the Sun is known to move around the
galactic centre along an almost circular orbit (sense
of galactic rotation), and also the stars of the galactic
disc participate in the rotation of MW and the cor-
responding velocity dispersion is not large (in case of
thin disc even rather small), the probability that a
star having a very high space velocity belongs to
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either thin disc or thick one becomes very low. On
the other hand, in the case of the halo even an al-
most circular orbit with the same sense as that of
galactic rotation can be expected, because the halo
is characterised by a small (if any) participation in
the galactic rotation and a very high velocity disper-
sion. Therefore, when a star is assigned to the galac-
tic halo, this is most frequently due to the very low
probability that it belongs to either of the two discs.
This is the case, for instance, with the stars from the
solar neighbourhood for which the component of the
galactocentric velocity along l = 90◦, b = 0◦ is neg-
ative (opposite to galactic rotation). If one assigns
only such stars to the halo, this can result in a bias
leading to the final conclusion that the halo, never-
theless, rotates, but opposite to the disc. For this
reason some authors use additional data, like metal-
licity (e.g. Nissen and Schuster 1991), because the
halo stars are known to be metal-poor. However,
the subsystems, as defined above, are due to kine-
matical differences and the question concerning any
correlation with the chemical composition belongs
to an after-study. Therefore, to examine kinematical
differences by using space velocities may be advanta-
geous since the space velocities reflect differences in
the motion from that of the Sun also in the other two
components, where of special importance is the ver-
tical velocity component (perpendicular to the galac-
tic plane) because its modulus is not expected to be
high for stars of the two discs.

2. DATA SOURCE

As the data source we use astrometrical cat-
alogue Arihip, constructed by Wielen et al. (2001c)
- hereafter referred to as the Catalogue - from sev-
eral catalogues: FK6 (Wielen et al. 1999, 2000),
GC+HIP (Wielen et al. 2001a), TYC2+HIP (Wie-
len et al. 2001b) and original Hipparcos (HIP) Cat-
alogue (ESA 1997).

The use of Arihip has some advantages com-
pared to Hipparcos. Firstly, the proper motions con-
tained in Arihip are more accurate than the origi-
nal ones from Hipparcos because the ground obser-
vations made it possible a majority of the Hipparcos
proper motions to be corrected. The errors in proper
motions in Hipparcos are on the average 1.3 times
higher than those in Arihip. Secondly, in Arihip one
can find additional informations on possible duplic-
ity for Hipparcos stars which affects the accuracy of
both proper motion and position.

Among all stars given in the Catalogue (total
of 90,842) there are 73,023 designated as ”astromet-
rically excellent”. In an ideal case all these stars
should be single since such stars enable us to reach
the highest astrometric accuracy.

However, as said in Introduction, we use the
space velocities and for this purpose we also need

line-of-sight velocities. This is the main limiting fac-
tor in selecting our sample because for only 17.5%
of the stars in the Catalogue line-of-sight velocities
are available. Among these stars there are those sus-
pected to be multiple or variable. For obvious rea-
sons both kinds are not taken into account. Stars
with the lowest rank of (astrometric) excellency are
also excluded. Finally, wanting to have parallaxes as
reliable as possible we take into account only stars
not more distant than 200 pc (parallax ≤ 5 mas). In
this way we obtain a sample containing 4614 stars
only, mostly stars belonging to the Main Sequence
(MS).

Each sample star is characterised with six el-
ements (phase space): two angular coordinates, par-
allax (distance), components of proper motion and
line-of-sight velocity. Using these data one can cal-
culate the phase coordinates (coordinates and cor-
responding velocity components) in a cartesian ref-
erence frame. Clearly, there are two possibilities: to
use the equatorial system, or the galactic one. In the
latter case, the x axis is positive towards l = 0, b = 0,
the y one towards l = 90◦, b = 0 and the z one to-
wards the north galactic pole. The coordinate trans-
formation is carried out by matrix calculation. This
procedure also includes the determination of errors.
Following the tradition, the velocity components in
the galactic frame will be denoted as U , V and W
along the axes x, y, z, respectively.

3. ANALYSIS OF SPACE VELOCITIES

The distribution of sample stars in the terms
of the space velocity is analysed by dividing the sam-
ple into eight intervals. The step is equal to 20 km
s−1 for stars with space velocity less than 120 km s−1.
Since within the interval between 120 km s−1 and
140 km s−1 there are only 34 stars, the next group
includes the space-velocity interval between 120 km
s−1 and 160 km s−1. The rest of the sample stars
(space velocity over 160 km s−1) forms the eighth
interval. The corresponding values are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1. Grouping of sample stars according to
space velocity.

Group v [km s−1] Cum. number n

1 0 ≤ v < 20 831 831
2 0 ≤ v < 40 2 504 1 673
3 0 ≤ v < 60 3 463 959
4 0 ≤ v < 80 3 935 472
5 0 ≤ v < 100 4 227 292
6 0 ≤ v < 120 4 388 161
7 0 ≤ v < 160 4 485 97
8 0 ≤ v ≤ vmax 4 614 129
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The cumulative number (third column) is the
total number of stars for which the space velocity is
less than the upper limit of the corresponding inter-
val. The fourth column (n) of the table gives the
increment of the cumulative number.

Fig. 1. Cumulative number (normed to total num-
ber of stars) versus heliocentric space velocity.

The dependence of the cumulative number on
the corresponding value of the space velocity is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. It is easily seen that up to the space
velocity of about 80 - 100 km s−1, the cumulative
number increases rather fast. At higher velocities
this increase is slowed down to become practically
negligible after 180 km s−1. This asymptotic be-
haviour of the cumulative number will be thoroughly
examined.

For this purpose the following steps are under-
taken:

- the values of the cumulative number, normed
to the total number of stars, for each of 4 614 stars
(thus we have 4 614 points) are smoothed out by
applying the method of moving average with five
points;

- the values smoothed out in this way are ap-

proximated using the following function

f(x) = a exp(bx) + c exp(dx), (1)

the values of the coefficients are: a = 1216.0, b =
−0.000662, c = −6498.0, d = −0.02864;

- the gradient of the cumulative number is cal-
culated at each point;

- the coefficient and the curvature radius are
calculated at each point.

The gradient of the cumulative number is ex-
pressed through the inclination (with respect to the
axis of abscissae) of the tangent to the curve repre-
senting the dependence of the cumulative number.
This inclination, being almost equal to 90◦ at very
low velocities, is decreased by less than 10◦ up to the
value of 100 km s−1 where it abruptly changes to be-
come very low at higher velocities. The fraction of
stars for which the heliocentric space velocity is less
than 100 km s−1 is 91.6%. This could be the fraction
of stars of the thin disc in our sample.

The lowest value of the curvature radius
(Rmin = 39.7), i.e. the highest value of the curvature
coefficient, occurs at the space velocity of 181.16 km
s−1. At velocity values above this one, the incre-
ment of the cumulative number is very low. Such a
behaviour is expected for stars of the galactic halo.
The present sample contains 103 stars with space ve-
locity exceeding the value of 181.16 km s−1. Their
fraction is 2.2%.

If these two fractions are accepted for the thin
disc and halo, then the remaining stars should belong
to the thick disc. Their fraction is 6.2%.

The next step is to calculate the mean so-
lar motion, velocity dispersions and vertex deviation
(velocity ellipsoid) for each group from Table 1. In
the groups containing stars with higher heliocentric
velocities, those belonging to the thick disc and halo
will be more numerous than in the ones with stars of
lower velocities. This circumstance will be reflected
in the values of the velocity dispersions. This is the
reason why the elements of the velocity ellipsoid are
calculated. The description of the procedure can be
found in Trumpler and Weaver (1962). The errors
are calculated by applying the Monte Carlo method.

Table 2. Elements of solar motion for groups 1–8. Velocities U¯, V¯, W¯ and v¯ are given in [km s−1].

Group v [km s−1] U¯ V¯ W¯ v¯ L¯ [◦] B¯ [◦]

1 0 ≤ v < 20 0.55+0.05
−0.05 1.50+0.05

−0.05 4.04+0.05
−0.05 4.34+0.05

−0.05 69.8+1.87
−1.82 68.4+0.67

−0.65

2 0 ≤ v < 40 5.24+0.04
−0.04 8.72+0.04

−0.04 5.89+0.03
−0.03 11.75+0.04

−0.04 58.98+0.22
−0.21 30.02+0.17

−0.16

3 0 ≤ v < 60 7.68+0.04
−0.04 12.25+0.04

−0.04 6.29+0.03
−0.03 15.77+0.04

−0.04 57.93+0.15
−0.14 23.50+0.12

−0.11

4 0 ≤ v < 80 8.62+0.04
−0.04 14.67+0.04

−0.04 6.95+0.03
−0.03 18.38+0.04

−0.04 59.56+0.13
−0.13 22.22+0.10

−0.10

5 0 ≤ v < 100 9.58+0.04
−0.04 16.49+0.04

−0.04 7.34+0.03
−0.03 20.44+0.04

−0.04 59.84+0.13
−0.12 21.06+0.10

−0.10

6 0 ≤ v < 120 10.73+0.04
−0.04 18.06+0.04

−0.04 7.48+0.03
−0.03 22.30+0.04

−0.04 59.28+0.12
−0.12 19.61+0.08

−0.08

7 0 ≤ v < 160 11.49+0.04
−0.04 19.37+0.05

−0.05 7.52+0.04
−0.04 23.75+0.05

−0.05 59.31+0.12
−0.12 18.46+0.09

−0.09

8 0 ≤ v ≤ vmax 11.50+0.09
−0.09 23.91+0.12

−0.12 7.54+0.07
−0.06 27.58+0.11

−0.11 64.32+0.21
−0.20 15.86+0.15

−0.14
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Table 3. Elements of velocity ellipsoids for groups 1–8.

Group v [km s−1] σU [km s−1] σU/σV σU/σW lν [◦]

1 0 ≤ v < 20 9.52+0.06
−0.05 1.28+0.01

−0.01 1.34+0.01
−0.01 24.7+1.1

−1.1

2 0 ≤ v < 40 17.14+0.05
−0.04 1.44+0.01

−0.01 1.69+0.01
−0.01 16.7+0.3

−0.3

3 0 ≤ v < 60 23.00+0.05
−0.05 1.54+0.01

−0.01 1.84+0.01
−0.01 10.0+0.3

−0.2

4 0 ≤ v < 80 27.48+0.06
−0.06 1.56+0.01

−0.01 1.93+0.01
−0.01 9.1+0.2

−0.2

5 0 ≤ v < 100 31.05+0.06
−0.06 1.57+0.01

−0.01 1.99+0.01
−0.01 8.2+0.2

−0.2

6 0 ≤ v < 120 33.64+0.07
−0.07 1.55+0.01

−0.01 2.00+0.01
−0.01 9.3+0.2

−0.2

7 0 ≤ v < 160 35.86+0.08
−0.08 1.51+0.01

−0.01 2.01+0.01
−0.01 10.5+0.2

−0.2

8 0 ≤ v ≤ vmax 43.54+0.39
−0.38 1.14+0.02

−0.02 2.01+0.03
−0.03 11.1+3.8

−3.7

The solar motion is presented in Table 2. For
each group the components in the galactic carte-
sian system (U¯, V¯,W¯), as well as the modulus
(v¯) and the direction (longitude, latitude) are given.
Each quantity is given with its error. Table 3 gives
the velocity ellipsoid: the velocity dispersion in the
U component σU , the ratios of the velocity disper-
sions in the V and W components to that in the U
component, σU/σV and σU/σW , respectively, as well
as the vertex deviation lν .

4. ANALYSIS OF ORBITS

The aim of the present paper is to separate
stars of different subsystems of MW using as the in-
put data the space velocities in a sample of nearby
stars. For this purpose one can use the dependence of
the cumulative number on the space velocity (Fig. 1),
as well as the values of the kinematical moments ob-
tained for different groups (Tables 2 and 3). We find
a good agreement between these two approaches. In
the consideration of the cumulative number we ob-
tain that, at the values of space velocities up to
100 km s−1, stars of the thin disc prevail and the
values of the ratio of the velocity dispersions σU/σV

appear as typical for samples composed of thin-disc
stars, usually about 1.55 (e.g. Dehnen and Binney
1998). This is, obviously, not valid for the first two
groups because they are composed of stars kinemati-
cally very similar to the Sun and they are biased. As
for the halo stars, the value of about 180 km s−1, as
their statistical lower limit, cannot be confirmed in
the analysis based on the velocity ellipsoid because
their fraction is very low so that this effect cannot be
noticed in the behaviour of the velocity dispersions.

The question of belonging to any of the three
subsystems in our sample is also examined by study-
ing the galactocentric orbits of the sample stars.
Such an examination has been used by other au-
thors (e.g. Pauli 2005). For the purpose of cal-
culating the galactocentric orbits for the stars of

our sample we use a model of MW proposed ear-
lier by one of us (Ninković 1992). In this model
there are three contributors to the galactic poten-
tial: bulge, disc and (dark) corona. The poten-
tials of the bulge and disc are described by the
Miyamoto–Nagai formula, but with different param-
eter values (the disc is much more flattened than
the bulge) for them the axial symmetry is valid (po-
tential depends on R, the distance to rotation axis,
and |Z|, distance to galactic plane). The corona po-
tential is spherically symmetric with a cut-off radius
equal to 70 kpc. Following the IAU recommenda-
tion (Kerr and Lynden-Bell 1986), we assume that
the distance of the Sun to the axis of galactic ro-
tation is 8.5 kpc and the corresponding circular ve-
locity is 220 km s−1. In the present paper it is also
taken into account that the Sun is not in the galactic
plane. A value of +15 pc is assumed for its galacto-
centric Z coordinate (e.g. Kulikovskij 1985 - p. 13).
For the solar motion with respect to the local stan-
dard of rest it is assumed (U, V, W )LSR = (10.00 ±
0.36, 5.25 ± 0.62, 7.17 ± 0.38) km s−1, the values ob-
tained by Dehnen and Binney (1998) by analysing
a large sample containing 11 865 stars belonging to
the Main Sequence from Hipparcos. With these val-
ues, the Cartesian galactocentric spatial coordinates
(X, Y, Z) and velocity components (Ẋ, Ẏ , Ż) are cal-
culated for all stars of the sample. The galacto-
centric spatial coordinates and velocity components
are transformed to a cylindrical galactocentric coor-
dinate system, (R, ϑ, Z) and (Ṙ, ϑ̇, Ż), respectively.
These are the values, including time as the param-
eter, appearing as the initial conditions for solving
the partial differential equations (the Lagrange equa-
tions in R and Z with angular–momentum integral
included). The initial value for time is shifted from
the Catalogue epoch (J2000.0) to zero. The time in-
terval for the integration of an orbit is the same for
all orbits - 10 billion years with a step of approxi-
mately 3.3 million years, thus we obtain 3 334 points
for each star orbit. As the precision control, the en-
ergy integral is used.
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Fig. 2. Galactocentric orbit of a typical thin-disc
star; R is distance to axis of galactic rotation, |Z| is
distance to galactic plane.

Fig. 3. Galactocentric orbit of a typical thick-disc
star; R is distance to axis of galactic rotation, |Z| is
distance to galactic plane.

The equations are solved numerically by ap-
plying the Dormand-Prince (1980) algorithm based
on the Runge–Kutta method of the fourth order.

The solutions of the equations are spatial
cylindrical coordinates of stars projected onto the
meridional plane (R,Z) for the same epoch. In their
shapes and sizes they can roughly comprise three
cases shown in Figs. 2 − 4. These cases correspond
to the thin disc, thick disc and halo, respectively.
Though the sample stars are at present rather close
to each other, they cannot remain always within a
small volume because of the dispersion in the initial
conditions.

The orbits of halo stars are not concentrated in
the galactic plane. They occupy a large volume of the
configuration subspace of the phase space, or they
are said to be chaotic (e.g. Pauli 2005), Fig. 4. Dur-
ing the long time interval of the integration they can
go very far from the galactic plane so that they can
be found at various distances both from the galactic

centre and galactic plane.
The orbits of stars belonging to the thin and

the thick discs (examples presented in Figs. 2 and
3 respectively) are similar in their shapes (not in
sizes). They have well defined minimum and maxi-
mum distances from the axis of the galactic rotation
(Rp and Ra, respectively) and also the correspond-
ing distances from the galactic plane (|Zp| at Rp and
|Za| at Ra), unlike the case of the halo. Therefore,
it is suitable to define the following dimensionless
quantities:

ep =
Ra −Rp

Ra + Rp
, ev =

1
2 (|Za|+ |Zp|)

Rm
, (2)

where Rm = Ra+Rp
2 is the mean distance from the

axis of galactic rotation, whereas ep and ev are the
planar and the vertical eccentricities.

For the stars belonging to the thin disc
(Fig. 2), by analysing the shapes and sizes of their
galactocentric orbits we establish the following up-
per limits for the planar and vertical eccentricities:
(ep < 0, 5) and (ev < 0, 08). Within these eccentric-
ity limits the shape and size of the projection of a
galactocentric orbit onto the meridional plane corre-
spond to a small trapezium with well defined sides.
These stars have nearly circular orbits and, therefore,
they cannot go far from the initial galactocentric po-
sition in either R or |Z|. We find 4 258 sample stars
(92.3%) corresponding to these eccentricity limits.

Fig. 4. Galactocentric orbit of a typical halo star;
R is distance to axis of galactic rotation, |Z| is dis-
tance to galactic plane.

A similar analysis is carried out for stars of
the thick disc (Fig. 3). The eccentricity limits estab-
lished by us are (0, 5 < ep < 0, 8)∧(0, 08 < ev < 0, 3).
The projections of their orbits onto the meridional
plane have still the trapezium shape, but partly
curvilinear in the sides parallel to the galactic rota-
tion axis, whereas the other two sides remain almost
straight. These stars remain close to the galactic
plane in their motion, but the planar eccentricity can
be very high. Therefore, they can reach a distance
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to the galactic rotation axis very different from the
present one. We find 270 sample stars (5.9%) corre-
sponding to these eccentricity limits.

The remaining 86 stars (1.9%) have orbits of
the shape as presented in (Fig. 4) and they belong
to the halo.

These fraction values obtained through the or-
bit calculation agree very well with those obtained by
using the cumulative number. Thus, the results ob-
tained by the method of the cumulative number are
confirmed.

5. CONCLUSION

A sample of 4614 stars from the Arihip Cat-
alogue with high-quality kinematical data is formed
and analysed.

(i) It is established that up to a heliocen-
tric space velocity of about 100 km s−1 the sample
is dominated by stars of the thin disc, between ap-
proximately 100 and 180 km s−1 stars of the thick
disc dominate and stars of the halo for heliocentric
space velocity above ≈ 180 km s−1.

This result is obtained by analysing the cu-
mulative distribution of space velocities and verified
by analysing the velocity ellipsoids and galactocen-
tric orbits of the sample stars. Based on this, the
method using the cumulative distribution might be
applied in the separating of the galactic subsystems.
However, any method based on kinematics only is
insufficient for the difficult task of separating sub-
systems since the physical properties of stars should
be taken into account.

(ii) The fractions of the thin disc, thick disc
and halo found here are 92%, 6% and 2%, respec-
tively.

These values seem reasonable, but the fraction
of the halo might be too high. The number of halo
stars in the solar neighbourhood is generally very
small so the true halo fraction is still very uncertain.
This may be an object of future studies.
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GALAKTIQKI PODSISTEMI NA OSNOVU
KUMULATIVNE RASPODELE PROSTORNE BRZINE
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Originalni nauqni rad

Iz kataloga ARIHIP formiran je uzo-
rak od 4 614 zvezda sa raspolo�ivim pros-
tornim brzinama i kvalitetnim kinematiqkim
podacima. U svrhu razdvajaǌa podsiste-
ma Galaksije analizirana je kumulativna
raspodela prostorne brzine. Dobijeno je da
tankom disku pripada 92% od ukupnog broja

zvezda, debelom disku 6% i halou 2%. Ovi
rezultati su potvr�eni analizom elemenata
elipsoida prostornih brzina zvezda i anali-
zom oblika i veliqine galaktocentriqnih or-
bita, tj. planarnog i vertikalnog ekscen-
triciteta orbita.
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